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Dear Awesome Woman,
Many years ago, I had aches and pains all over my body. Walking hurt, exercise for sure
hurt and doing menial tasks was overwhelming. What was going on?
I was totally burnt out. And my body was telling me so. Very loud and clear.
I was seeing a massage therapist almost weekly for the pain. I would leave her super zen
and cozy treatment room feeling better and then the next week I’d be back with the
same pain.
Finally she put her hand on my upper chest and said “There is nothing here. You are
empty.” She wasn’t talking about my body, she was talking about my spirit. And she was
right.

“

There is nothing here. You are empty.

”

I was drained.
As a woman, wife, mom and part-time career woman in the family cell phone business, I
had only been involved in caretaking. Caretaking others, caretaking things, caretaking
practicalities of life.
But I had neglected caretaking my own spirit. Women are relationship-based
beings and their nurturing nature is always shining. A beautiful thing indeed, but they
need to shine it inwards as well. We are not meant to ignore our own spirit and light.
That simple statement from the massage therapist started me on a journey to figuring
out the pain—not the physical pain, but the emotional.
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I started carousing used book stores eagerly reaching for whatever self-help book that
jumped out at me. I read and did the inner work that the authors suggested. I also hired
a coach who helped me unravel what had led to my burnout—the important things that I
had been ignoring in my life, in my inner world. Because I loved the strength and
healing that I had discovered within, I decided to become a life coach myself and from
there trained as a Mindbody/Somatic healer. I also took classes in intuition,
relationships and feminine presence. My aches and pains ceased, my energy became
more vibrant and I developed relationships that were kind and supportive rather than
funky and unboundaried.

“

I developed relationships that were kind
and supportive rather than funky and
unboundaried.

”

Though my life is far from perfect, I continue to use the tools (and discover more) that
shaped a different destiny for me, one kinder to my body and spirit—one more positively
energized. My journey is continuous and I help empower women along the way, drawing
them to the wisdom that became so near and dear to me. No matter what is going on in
their lives, they are able to use Mindbody wellness secrets to help keep them
from burnout and drain.

I’m so glad to share 3 of the secrets here with you :)
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Secret #1 : Do Not Be Zen—Feel your feelings.
What is your body telling you?
I so wish this wisdom was taught in school! Our world would be much healthier because
our nervous systems would be more regulated. Emotions are “energy in motion.” That
means that they sit in your body as physical sensations.
It’s wonderful to take yoga classes and practice different types of breathing exercises. It’s
wonderful to get all zen. But not at the expense of ignoring your inner world. Not at the
expense of being honest with yourself about how someone’s behavior is affecting you.
Not at the expense of hearing what your awesome body is trying to tell you.
When that co-worker comes near, does your stomach drop or feel twitchy?
It may be fear.
When criticized by a relative, do you wind up with a headache? It’s most
likely anger and your jaw clenched in reaction to their unkind comment.
When a boss makes a sarcastic remark, you may have the sensation of wanting to curl
forward and disappear. This is shame and there may be some childhood wounding or
limiting beliefs about yourself to look at, besides finding your empowerment in the
situation.
Why is your body’s reaction to situations and people important info in keeping you from
burnout and drain? Because your body holds tremendous wisdom and is deeply
connected to your soul. When you listen to it, it can give you guided action steps to keep
your health aligned and your energy protected.

“
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I had a ‘friend’ once who constantly called asking me to do favors for her. At the time, I
did not have the coach and healing training that I have now. I had a lot of limiting
beliefs and believed the ‘lies’ of my mind a lot. I had high expectations of myself as a
woman, as a wife and as a mother, as a working woman, as a friend. All that pressure
was crushing me, but I didn’t realize it at the time.
In this case with this friend, I thought that in order to be a good friend, I needed to do
these favors. My mind would rationalize “These aren’t big favors, they’re small ones.
What’s the big deal?” My mind would dictate to me the definition of a good friend “A
good friend does favors for their friends.” My mind would ‘should’ me— “Of course you
should do these favors for her. Don’t be selfish!”
And so I ran myself ragged trying to live in a way that served that slave
driver voice inside of me. I ran myself ragged trying to live up to others'
expectations of me.
No wonder my body hurt. I wasn’t listening to it at all.
I needed to hear my anger, my rage, my sadness, my hurt, my disappointment, my
frustration, my grief, my shame.
Once I began to listen, my health and life began to shift for me.

“

Once I began to listen to my body, my
health & life began to shift for the better.

”

My clenched jaw meant that I had words to speak. Someone had crossed boundaries.
Maybe it was me who had crossed my own boundaries by judging myself negatively for
not being perfect.
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Back pain? Was I tensing stomach muscles from fear of conflict?
Headaches? Again, clenched jaws from unspoken words can lead to migraines.
Chronic UTI’s? Hidden rage from crossed boundaries.

Here’s a Mindbody Wellness Way to listen to your body’s messages:
1. Check in with your body—Is your stomach jittery, your chest tight, your shoulders
heavy?
2. Put your hands in those places and just let them rest there.
3. Exhale your breath out and then count to 4 before breathing in again. Do this a
few times with your hands resting on the places that have sensations.
4. If you have angry words to speak, scribble them on paper and rip it up. This is a
great release and you can say anything and everything that you want to say. No
one needs to see it, but you. What you’re doing is getting very honest with
yourself. Also, check in and see what ‘perfectionism’ you are holding for yourself.
How high are your expectations? What flows from your pen if you jot down: “A
good person does …; A good wife does … ; A good friend should …; A good parent
always does …; A good business woman should …. “
5. Remember to turn all ‘shoulds’ (which feel like constriction and tightening in
your body) to ‘coulds’ (which feels looser) and feel the freedom that flows.
6. Tune back into the body parts that seemed to be speaking up with physical
sensations. You have allowed energy to flow by taking notice of them, by listening
in.
7. Take an inhale in with your stomach inflating like a balloon and release. Do you
hear any words, any next action steps to take? Do you see an image that guides
you. This is your intuition and it comes from when our body has been able to give
you the message you needed to hear by paying attention to its sensations.

Having paid attention to your body’s whispering, you can now step forward with
wisdom.
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If self-care has been lacking or if you are dealing with difficult issues,
challenging people and confusing relationships, please reach out and
schedule your F
 ree Clarity Call today. There are many somatic techniques
(including a very special one that I use with clients) that release emotional
wounds, shift cellular memory and will heal you body and soul. You’ll rid
yourself of burnout for good.
"Miriam’s support has been nothing short of a blessing. She guided me
through an intensely stressful period of my life with laser focus and
crystal clarity. I’m thankful to expand my team of angels and look
forward to continuing to evolve with her!"
--LauraLee, Boulder, CO
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Secret #2: Simple creativity to uplift yourself —body and
soul.
Simple creativity was a real game changer for me. It fed the part of me that was
desperately hungry to be heard. I had not known that it disappeared so I wouldn’t have
been able to look for it.
After so much caretaking of others, I had no clue who I was anymore. When I began to
collage just by cutting out beautiful pictures and words—ones that spoke uniquely to
me—I really began to heal. I started to know who I was, what I loved, what I desired in
my life.
Where your attention goes, your energy flows. And activates those things in real life.
Things I collaged really began to show up for me—a specific shell on the paper became a
shell I found on the beach (amongst only broken ones), specific colors and styles of
shirts that I had collaged, showed up in a used clothing store I shopped in, and just as I
collaged colorful blooming gardens, the flowers and seeds that I planted began to fill my
backyard.
This is a simple thing to do and you can even
gather a few friends to ‘play’ with. Grab some
magazines, a couple of glue sticks and scissors and
cut away. Whatever gifts you a lift of joy in your
chest, cut and paste on paper. Buy some water
color pencils and start dipping and doodling.
All this is for fun and play with no
pressure. No ‘shoulding’ and no
‘self-judging.’ This secret is not for you to
do a Rembrandt. It’s for you to find
yourself again. It’s to help fill your tank up
with joy and re-energize you.
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Secret #3: Boundaries—You can say ‘no.’
Awesome Woman—You can say no.
Not an easy thing for you? I do know that saying no can bring a whole wave of feelings of
guilt, shame and internal self criticism. I get that.
So, let’s do something different. Let me replace your internal critical voice and be a
voice of loving compassion that gives you permission to say no. This, I
whisper to you: “It’s ok, honey. You can say no. You may feel some discomfort in your
mind when you do, but your soul will thank you. There are times when your soul wants
you to say no to preserve your energy, your strength, your health, your dignity, and your
well being.”

“

There are times when your soul wants
you to say no to preserve your energy,
your strength, your health, your
dignity, and your well being.

”

It’s awesome to be a giving person, but drainage only leads to resentment and the
opposite of good health. Finding balance is an important life practice.
In Kabbalistic terms, there is the energetic flow of Chesed, which is ‘giving.’ This
attribute is metaphorically on the right arm while the flow of Gevurah, which is ‘limit’, is
on the left arm (mindbody pain will sometimes present itself on corresponding sides of
the body considering the emotional/metaphysical issue you are having).
Now, at times, giving is appropriate for your mind, body and soul and at
times, limiting your flow of giving energy is good for your mind, body and
soul.
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How do you know which to choose? Check in with your body and soul
to discern.
Check to see if your plate is too full, if your
load is too heavy. Will giving to someone
cause you resentment? Turn every ‘should’
into a ‘could’ and listen to the wisdom that
flows. Is that person a trustworthy person to
give to? Will you snap at your loved ones
because you’ll feel stressed and overburdened
by saying yes to that extra task? Will you
wind up in bed with aches and pains? Will
you not be able to complete your own
soul-driven tasks (mothering, work, art,
creativity, writing, exercising, learning etc.) if
you say yes?

“

Will you not be able to complete your
own soul-driven tasks if you say yes?

”

When Chesed and Gevurah are balanced, meaning both are being used wisely, you get
the flow of Tiferes, which is Harmony. Your life and body run more smoothly.
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Daily Affirmations & Positive Thoughts:
Here are a few thoughts that can help you respect your limits and keep your body and
energy Harmonized (some of these are from Harriet Braiker’s book, “The Disease to
Please.’ I keep them hung up in my closet and say them as affirmations as a reminder for
choosing good health).

“I know that I don’t always have to do what others want, need or expect
from me.”
“I can be kind and hope other’s feelings won’t be hurt. Sometimes their
feelings will get hurt. I’m willing to release the need to try to protect
others from getting hurt by hurting myself.”

“I can choose to give to certain people when and if I want to do so.”

“It’s human to disappoint people and let them down.”

“I am kind to myself.”

“Sometimes I am happy and upbeat and sometimes I express negative
feelings to others.”

“Sometimes I will share my problems and needs with others. It is healthy
to be vulnerable and receive help from safe people.”

“I respect my mind, body and soul.”
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Your energy is a precious commodity. Your body has limits. Your soul has your divine
tasks for you to do. Please treat all parts of you with care, kindness and respect. And if
you need a reminder, let me give you permission to say no. Take the time to hear my
compassionate whisper in your ear.

Please reach out and get help if you’re feeling drained and burnt out. Maybe it’s
already gotten to the point where there is body pain like I had, but don’t let it
continue. Schedule your Free Clarity Call today.
There are many more Mindbody Wellness secrets, things that you were probably
not taught growing up. I know that I wasn’t! These are so effective in helping you
change your life filled with more energy, vibrancy and joy. Come learn more at
www.miriamracquel.com
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What Clients are Saying….
From a client who has suffered from Fibromyalgia for years:
“I initially signed up to find ways to manage my difficulties due to fibromyalgia, but I
have received so much more. Around the time of my fourth session I was faced with a
terrifying flare up and a major life decision to make that I didn’t feel I could handle, but
after that fourth session I was able to finally admit my heart’s true feelings, accept them
and begin to flourish. Ever since I have decided to choose my health and happiness
with Miriam’s help, the world is a brighter place.”
And with regard to Rachel’s fibro flare ups, this is what she has to say:
“My flare ups typically consist of extreme fatigue, debilitating pain all over, and
increased anxiety and depression, but the tools I’ve learned and experiences I’ve had
with Miriam have decreased the intensity and frequency of my flare ups. I am now able
to sense whether my pain is purely physical or stems from something more, and know
how to release the negative energies from my life to feel better in that moment and
moving forward.” ~
 Rachel, Skokie, Illinois

A client who had been in a relationship with a Narcissist/Borderline:
Miriam’s work cleared old patterns and created healing for me in profound ways simply
not accessible via talk therapy. Through working with her, I have been able to clear the
immediate pain completely. I now have tools for compassionately helping myself if
painful memories arise, and I am no longer terrified of dating, but looking forward to a
healthy relationship in my future." ~T
 .H., Colorado

Difficult family relationships:
"Meryl's (Miriam's) anger discharging techniques were safe and revealing, allowing me
healthy release and the gift of tapping into my inner wisdom for what I need and want to
care for myself. I appreciated Miriam's patience, gentle guidance and support in
accessing the clarity that came from my body and soul's inner wisdom. The clarity
accessed revealed the action steps and loving kindness towards myself I needed to
take and have in difficult situations. I felt held - thank you!" ~ K.M., Colorado
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Schedule your free Clarity Call
Join the journey so many women are taking
today!
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